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Abstract

Prograde evolution of minerals in Fe- and Al-rich graphitic metapelites in the Ayakhtinsk aureole, Siberia, produced the
unusual contact metamorphic mineral assemblages: chloritoidqbiotite, chloritoidqbiotiteqandalusite and cordieriteq

Ž .garnetqmuscovite. Field-petrologic observations show that: 1 the grade of contact metamorphism ranges from chloritoid
Ž .to sillimanite–alkali feldspar zone; 2 chloritoidqbiotite assemblages have a restricted temperature interval and give way

Ž .up-grade to garnetqchlorite assemblages; and 3 garnetqchlorite assemblages have a wide temperature interval and give
way to cordieriteqbiotite parageneses with increasing grade. Geothermobarometry and thermodynamic analysis of mineral
equilibria give estimates of the P–T–X conditions of the contact metamorphism: the temperatures increase toward theH O2

intrusive contact from 430 to 640 8C at Ps3.2"0.3 kbar, X for the metamorphic fluid decreases toward the intrusiveH O2

contact from 0.89–0.85 at Ts450 8C to 0.49–0.36 at Ts640 8C, assuming ideal and non-ideal mixing, respectively, of
H O–CO in the fluid phase. The stability of the rare mineral assemblages chloritoidqbiotite and chloritoidqbiotiteq2 2

Ž .andalusite within the contact aureole can be explained by the unusual combination of pressure )3 kbar and Fe- and
Al-rich bulk-rock compositions. The local occurrence of the cordieriteqgarnetqmuscovite mineral assemblage is
controlled by Mn in the garnet composition and Fe- and Al-rich bulk-rock composition than P–T conditions. Our data are

w Ž . xcompatible with the KFMASH grid of Spear and Cheney Contrib. Mineral. Petrol. 101 1989 149. . q 2001 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Contact metamorphism; Pelitic schists; Chloritoid; Yenisei Ridge

1. Introduction

Chloritoid-bearing assemblages have been de-
scribed from numerous areas of regional metamor-

Žphism e.g. Halferdahl, 1961; Holdaway, 1978;
Labotka, 1981; Evirgen and Ashworth, 1984; Dick-

) Corresponding author. Fax: q7-3832-332792.
Ž .E-mail address: likh@uiggm.nsc.ru I.I. Likhanov .

.enson, 1988 as well as from a few contact aureoles
Ž .Pattison and Tracy, 1991 . Nevertheless, chloritoid-
bearing assemblages are not abundant in typical con-
tact aureoles due, in part, to a narrow temperature
interval at low pressures of thermal metamorphism
Ž .Ganguly, 1969 and severe constraints imposed by

Žspecific bulk rock composition Hoschek, 1969; Al-
.bee, 1972; Wang and Spear, 1991 . Previous studies,

Žas applied to contact metamorphism, e.g. Atherton,

0024-4937r01r$ - see front matter q 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
Ž .PII: S0024-4937 01 00048-2
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1980; Naggar and Atherton, 1970; Phillips, 1987;
.Kaneko and Miyano, 1990; Flinn et al., 1996 that

have dealt with the investigation of the equilibrium
relations of chloritoid with respect to the coexisting
natural assemblages have provided valuable informa-
tion on the chemistry, mineralogy and natural occur-
rence of these rocks to understanding the reactions
controlling the appearancerdisappearance of chlori-
toid-bearing assemblages during contact metamor-
phism of specific terranes. However, few detailed
mineral chemical studies of chloritoid-bearing as-
semblages across contact-metamorphic isograds have
been made. Consequently, we undertook a mineral
chemical study of Fe- and Al-rich hornfelses near a
granite intrusive in order to ascertain the formation
conditions of contact-metamorphic assemblages in
the thermal aureole of the Ayakhtinsk intrusive com-
plex, Eastern Siberia, which allows the reconstruc-
tion of the P–T–X mineral reaction evolution.H O2

This area was chosen for a number of reasons. First,
the contact aureole developed in response to an
isobaric thermal overprint by a granite intrusion;
variations in phase relations and compositions are
assumed to be primarily a function of changes in
temperature at constant bulk rock composition. Sec-
ond, the stability of the relatively rare mineral as-
semblages chloritoidqbiotite, chloritoidqbiotiteq
andalusite, and cordierite q garnet q muscovite
within the contact aureole makes these hornfelses of

Ž .particular interest. As Droop and Harte 1995 have
shown, only three known occurrences of chloritoid
qbiotiteqandalusite mineral assemblage in contact
aureoles have been described in the literature: the

Ž .Tono aureole, Japan Okuyama-Kusunose, 1994 ; the
Ž .Karatash aureole, Russia Likhanov, 1988a ; and the
Ž .Insch aureole, Scotland Nockolds et al., 1978 .

Cordieriteqgarnetqmuscovite is also a rare assem-
blage in low-pressure contact metamorphic rocks,
having been noted only in five contact aureoles
Ž .Pattison and Tracy, 1991 . Thirdly, the chloritoidq
biotite paragenesis has always been problematic in
the construction of petrogenetic grids for pelites, in
which this assemblage has markedly different stabil-
ity limits. One is based on the KFMASH grid of

Ž .Harte and Hudson 1979 , in which chloritoidq
biotite is stable over a narrow temperature interval at
relatively low pressure, and the other on the KF-

Ž .MASH grids of Spear and Cheney 1989 and Wang

Ž .and Spear 1991 , in which this assemblage is stable
over wide ranges of pressure and temperature. In
addition, there has been a diversity of opinion on the
P–T orientation of chloritoidqbiotitesgarnetq
chlorite reaction curve. Spear and Cheney’s grid
predicts that garnetqchlorite is stable on the high
temperature side of this reaction, whilst Harte and
Hudson’s grid shows the opposite. The petrological
study presented below provides a good opportunity
to assess the validity of these alternative petrogenetic
grids for pelites. A general criticism of many exist-
ing grids is that they provide poor models for min-
eral assemblages in the low-pressure part of P–T

Žspace, corresponding to the studied hornfelses Patti-
.son and Tracy, 1991 .

2. Geological setting and mineral assemblages

The study area is a contact aureole surrounding
the Ayakhtinsk granite massif in the Transangarian

Žregion of the Yenisei Ridge in Eastern Siberia Fig.
.1 . The Ayakhtinsk granite massif outcrops over an

elliptical area measuring approximately 12=18 km.,
elongated in a N–W direction. The massif is com-

Ž .posed chiefly of the Precambrian Late Riphean
plagioclase-microcline granites with a Rb–Sr whole-

Ž .rock age of 850"50 Ma Dazenko, 1984 . The
Ž .granites are composed of quartz 25–35 modal% ,

Ž . Žmicrocline 20–30 modal% , plagioclase 30–45
. .modal% , biotiteqhornblende 5–8 modal% and ac-

cessory zircon and apatite. Contact metamorphism
was caused by intrusion of the granites into Middle
Riphean country rocks of the Udereysk Formation.
The contacts with the country rocks are sharp and
discordant. The country rocks are a grey to black,
highly schistose graphitic pelitic phyllite interbedded
with thin psammitic and quartzitic layers that are
remarkably uniform both in lithology and chemical

Ž .composition Likhanov et al., 1998, 2000 . In the
Ž .study area at the northern contact Fig. 1 , host rocks

are regionally metamorphosed to greenschist facies
conditions and consist of muscovite–chlorite–albite–
quartz–rutile metapelites.The contact metamorphic
effects of the Ayakhtinsk intrusive complex on the
graphite-bearing pelitic schists are first perceptible
through the first appearance of chloritoid. The ther-
mal aureole, as defined by the chloritoid-in isograd,
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Fig. 1. Part of the northern part of the contact aureole of the Ayakhtinsk granite intrusion: 1 granites; 2 alluvium; 3 country rocks; 4
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .metamorphic zones: I chloritoid, II biotite, III garnet, IV andalusite, V lower cordierite, VI upper cordierite and VII

sillimanite-alkali feldspar. Open circles are sample locations. On the inset map, the shaded area is the Yenisei Ridge, and the study area is in
the solid dot.

Žextends 1 km to the north of the granite massif Fig.
.1 with distinct zonation due to changing hornfels

structure and mineral assemblages. Based on detailed
mapping and petrography, the following zones can
be delineated within the country rocks and contact
aureole with decreasing distance toward the granitic

Žcontact in parenthesis—zone designation and ob-
.served thickness .

Ž .1. ChlqMsqPlqQtzqRut country rocks
Ž2. CldqMsqChlqPlqQtzq Ilm"Rut I—

.chloritoid zone, 45 m
Ž3. BtqCldqMsqChlqPlqQtzq Ilm II—

.biotite zone, 60 m
4. GrtqBtqCldqMsqChlqPlqQtzq Ilm

Ž .III—garnet zone, 35 m
5. AndqBtqGrtqMsqChlqPlqQtzq Ilm

Ž ."Cld IV—andalusite zone, 300 m
6. CrdqAndqBtqMsqPlqQtzq IlmqChl

Ž .qGrt V—lower cordierite zone, 400 m
7. Crd q And q Bt q Ms q Pl q Qtz q Ilm

Ž .VI—upper cordierite zone, 150 m

8. SilqKfsqCrdqBtqPlqQtzq Ilm"Ms
Ž"And VII—sillimanite–alkali feldspar zone,

.10 m

Ž .Symbol " denotes a disappearance of mineral
phase in the lower grade part of the indicated zone.
The assemblages listed here are the assemblages
with the maximum number of phases in these zones.
Common accessory minerals include graphite, tour-
maline, zircon and apatite. Abbreviations for the

Ž .mineral names are adopted from Kretz 1983 .

3. Metamorphic zones, isograds and textural ob-
servations

Within a distance of 1 km from granite contact, it
is possible to recognize and map in the field eight

Ž .metamorphic zones 1–8 and seven distinct iso-
grads. The isograds are defined in the sense dis-

Ž .cussed by Carmichael 1978 ; they are traces of the
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surfaces marking a change in metamorphic mineral-
ogy. The rocks of the study area interpreted have
approached equilibrium based on criteria presented

Ž .by Vernon 1977 . The observed equilibrium rela-
tions of contact metamorphic minerals with respect
to the coexisting mineral assemblages in each zone
are presented graphically on a series of AFM projec-

Ž .tions Thompson, 1957 in Fig. 2. All phases repre-
sented in the topologies shown are in contact with
one another and show no evidence of replacement
Žexcept in the case of secondary chlorite formed as
an alteration of biotite, and locally, as rims on

.garnet ; grain boundaries are sharp and regular. Ret-
rograde reaction textures are observed mainly in the
andalusite and lower cordierite zones, and are absent
or only a trace constituent in other zones. The AFM
topology changes observed from one metamorphic
zone to another may be mapped as isograds and
related by a series of isogradic reactions.

The observed mineral assemblages in the horn-
Žfelses on which the zones are based are in addition

.to muscovite, quartz and plagioclase : CldqChl
Ž . Žchloritoid zone , CldqChlqBt, CldqBt biotite

.zone , GrtqCldqChl, GrtqBtqChl, GrtqChl
Ž .garnet zone , AndqGrtqCld, AndqCldqChl,
AndqChlqBt, AndqGrtqBt, GrtqCldqBt,
AndqBt, CldqBtqAnd, AndqBtqGrtqChl

Ž .qCld andalusite zone , AndqBtqCrd, GrtqCrd
qAnd, GrtqCrdqBt, CrdqBtqChl, GrtqChl
q Bt, Crd q Grt, Grt q And q Crd q Bt q Chl
Ž .lower cordierite zone , AndqBtqCrd, CrdqAnd,

Ž .CrdqBt upper cordierite zone , and CrdqSilq
Kfs, CrdqSilqBt, AndqSilqCrdqKfs, Andq

Ž .KfsqBt sillimanite–alkali feldspar zone . Each as-
semblage reflects a peak metamorphic association of
minerals within a single thin section. Assemblages of
four and five ‘AFM’ minerals are confirmed where
the constituent minerals are found close together or

Fig. 2. Schematic AFM diagrams representing observed mineral assemblages and progressive metamorphism of pelitic hornfelses in the
Ayakhtinsk contact aureole. For the Sil–Kfs zone projection constructed from Kfs, Pl, Ilm and fluid of fixed a ; for all otherH O2

zones—from Ms, Qtz, Pl, Ilm and fluid of fixed a . Bulk rock and mineral compositions are shown as crosses and points, respectively.H O2

The observed mineral assemblages of the upper cordierite zone indicate by dotted lines.
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occur in several combinations of two- and three-phase
subassemblages within a single thin section.

The rocks farthest removed from the intrusive
contact, namely the chloritoid, biotite and garnet
zones, preserve most of their pre-contact metamor-
phic features, such as clastic grains, relict phyllitic
texture and schistosity. These low-grade rocks differ
from the country rock phyllites only by virtue of
their more compact structure and the presence of
chloritoid, biotite and garnet. Typical low-grade in-
durated schists are lepidoblastic, micro- or fine-
grained rocks. The first new phases to appear in the

Žcontact aureole are chloritoid and ilmenite chlo-
.ritoid-in isograd . Euhedral prismatic and tabular

Ž .crystals up to 1.5 mm of chloritoid are randomly
orientated at a steep angle to the foliation and over-
grew this foliation. In thin section, these crystals are

Žoften twinned and have the hourglass structure Fig.
.3 . Sector zoning of chloritoid is indicated by the

presence of graphite-bearing and graphite-free areas.
Graphite is the most abundant accessory mineral in
all rocks of the contact aureole. It usually occurs as
fine-grained particles, up to 0.1 mm across, dissemi-
nated in the rock matrix. Rutile appears to be re-

placed by ilmenite since some of the ilmenite laths
have thin lamellae of rutile. Biotite first occurs at the
biotite-in isograd in fine flakes that are up to 0.5 mm
in length in the lepidogranoblastic, fine-grained ma-
trix which consists of recrystallized aggregates of
muscovite–chlorite–plagioclase–quartz with opaque
minerals. Biotite is often in contact with chloritoid.
Garnet-bearing assemblages first appear at the gar-
net-in isograd. The garnets are small idiomorphic
porphyroblasts with abundant inclusions of chloritoid
and quartz and few inclusions of biotite and ilmenite,
and are generally less than 0.5–1 mm across. The
garnet modal abundance seldom exceeds 3% of the
rock volume. Micas, chlorite, chloritoid and quartz
constitute the matrix.

The andalusite zone is bounded on the high-grade
side by the cordierite-in isograd. Poikiloblastic and
subhedral andalusite crystals up to 2 mm across with

Ž .irregular and ovoid margins Fig. 4 overprint the
pre-existing foliation of country rocks and produce
the spotted texture in low-grade spotted schists of the
andalusite zone. With increasing grade, andalusite

Ž .modal abundance by visual estimate and grain size
Ž .up to 5 mm generally increase. Approaching the

Fig. 3. Chloritoid-biotite schist with biotite flakes and prismatic, commonly twined, chloritoid crystals with the hourglass structure. Biotite
zone, Sample 20, plane-polarized light. Long axis of the photomicrograph is 8 mm.
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Fig. 4. Cruciform penetration twin of chloritoid with poikiloblastic and subhedral andalusite crystals, containing small flakes of biotite, with
irregular margins in a chlorite–muscovite matrix. Andalusite zone, Sample 26, plane-polarized light. Long axis of the photomicrograph is 8
mm.

cordierite-in isograd, the pelitic rocks of the an-
dalusite zone develop decussate texture with random
orientation of minerals, characteristic of lowrinter-
mediate-grade hornfelses. The rare mineral assem-
blage chloritoidqbiotiteqandalusite occurs within
the andalusite zone of the contact aureole. Above the
andalusite-in isograd chlorite and muscovite continue
to decrease in modal amount. Going upgrade through
andalusite zone, the chloritoid abruptly decreases in
modal amount and disappears near the cordierite-in

Žisograd. The garnets are larger up to 1.5-mm diame-
.ter and more abundant than in garnet zone, but the

modal abundance seldom exceed 5% of the rock
volume.

Metamorphic rocks of the cordierite zone are
completely recrystallized to fine-grained hornfels.
All aspects of regional metamorphism are obliter-
ated. The area between the cordierite-in isograd and
the sillimanite-in isograd has been divided into lower
and upper cordierite zones. Typical cordierite-bearing
hornfelses are massive, dense, fine-grained rocks that
break with a distinctive conchoidal fracture. In thin
section, they show granoblastic texture. Cordierite
occurs as ellipsoidal, inclusion-filled anhedral poik-
iloblasts, from 1.5 up to 3 mm in diameter, accompa-

nied by randomly oriented biotite, muscovite and
andalusite crystals. Common inclusions in the
cordierites are chlorite and muscovite. The rare min-
eral assemblage cordieriteqgarnetqmuscovite oc-
curs within the lower cordierite zone. As the granitic
contact is approached, the last traces of chlorite and
garnet disappear in the rocks of the lower cordierite
zone, which marks the beginning of the upper
cordierite zone. Above the garnet- and chlorite-out
isograd, cordierite continues to increase in amount
while muscovite and andalusite decrease.

The appearance of sillimanite and alkali feldspar
marks the beginning of the sillimanite–alkali feldspar
zone, the higher grade zone in the aureole. Below
this zone, andalusite is the only Al SiO polymorph2 5

present. Andalusite and sillimanite occur together in
some samples near the sillimanite–alkali feldspar
isograd, but sillimanite does not appear to nucleate
on andalusite thus providing no evidence for the
direct replacement of andalusite by sillimanite. Some
samples contain randomly orientated sillimanitic
sprays occur adjacent to cordierite crystals and alkali
feldspar in a matrix of quartz, muscovite, ilmenite,
plagioclase and locally biotite. Sillimanite also oc-
curs as fibrolitic aggregates, forming knots of tiny
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fibres overgrowing biotite and muscovite. Andalusite
forms in two main habits: anhedral, skeletal crystals
and mosaic crystal aggregates, surrounded by K-
feldspar and biotite. Going upgrade through silliman-
ite–alkali feldspar zone up to the igneous contact,
sillimanite is found without associated andalusite and
is the only Al SiO polymorph present. An abrupt2 5

decrease of muscovite, andalusite and quartz coin-
cides with the abundance and grain size of silliman-
ite increase in the highest grade samples. Typical
textural and structural features of the sillimanite–al-
kali feldspar zone hornfelses are indistinguishable
from the hornfelses of the cordierite zone.

4. Bulk rock chemistry and isochemical nature of
contact metamorphism

Bulk-rock analyses were obtained by XRF, with
the VRA-20 energy dispersive spectrometer, in the
United Institute of Geology, Geophysics and Miner-

Ž .alogy, Novosibirsk Table 1 . Thirty-five bulk-rock
analyses were made of the most representative dif-
ferent rocks across the contact aureole and from
country rocks. The probed rocks selected for bulk-
chemical analysis contain the mineral assemblages
typical of the zones from which they were sampled.
Seventeen of these samples belong to the country

schists prior outside the contact metamorphic aureole
and eighteen to the hornfelses. As concerns Table 1,
the rocks enclosing the massif are homogeneous
graphite-bearing pelitic schists with a narrow range

Ž Ž .of high-Fe X sFeOr FeOqMgOqMnO sFe
.0.72–0.74 whole rock on a mole basis and high-Al

Ž Ž . ŽX s Al O –3K O–Na O r Al O –3K O–Al 2 3 2 2 2 3 2
. .Na O q FeO q MgO q MnO s 0.30–0.32 bulk2

compositions as compared with the average pelite
Ž .whole-rock composition X s0.52 and X s0.13Fe Al

Ž .Shaw, 1956; Symmes and Ferry, 1992 and plot
Ž .above the garnet–chlorite tie-line in AFM Fig. 2 .
ŽThe bulk-rock Mn-content of pelitic schists X sMn

Ž ..MnOr MnOqFeOqMgO varies from 0.017 to
Ž .0.025 0.24–0.36 wt.% MnO , consistent with the

whole-rock MnO content of normal pelitic schists
Ž . Ž .X s0.01–0.04 Ferry, 1982; Grambling, 1986 .Mn

Except for the loss of volatiles and the movement
of certain trace elements, the contact metamorphism
of pelitic rocks has been traditionally regarded as an

Ž .isochemical process Yardley, 1977 . However, the
contact metamorphism connected with granitoid in-
trusives may be accompanied by metasomatism due

Žto high fluid content of silicic melts Reverdatto et
.al., 1974; Barton et al., 1991 . In order to evaluate

the role of metasomatism in this contact aureole, the
authors carried out a geochemical study of the coun-
try and contact metamorphic rocks, based on com-

Table 1
Whole-rock major element data for country rocks and hornfelses

Country rocks Hornfelses CldqBt zones GrtqAnd zones
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ns17 ns18 ns5 ns6

X s X s X s X s

SiO 58.49 0.68 59.59 0.72 59.32 0.46 59.11 0.322

TiO 1.02 0.09 1.09 0.07 1.03 0.04 1.05 0.042

Al O 19.40 0.32 19.76 0.29 19.52 0.18 19.44 0.262 3

Fe O 10.12 0.57 10.13 0.44 10.17 0.33 10.28 0.292 3

MnO 0.24 0.02 0.36 0.06 0.35 0.05 0.36 0.07
MgO 2.05 0.15 2.04 0.19 2.02 0.16 2.05 0.17
CaO 0.58 0.15 0.52 0.11 0.49 0.08 0.51 0.09
Na O 1.23 0.11 1.23 0.13 1.22 0.09 1.21 0.072

K O 2.82 0.15 2.95 0.18 2.97 0.13 2.99 0.142

P O 0.09 0.04 0.08 0.05 0.07 0.04 0.06 0.032 5

L.O.I. 3.85 0.47 2.15 0.51 2.46 0.18 2.34 0.25
Total 99.89 99.90 99.62 99.40

X and s—component mean value and standard deviation, n—number of analyses. The data are given in wt.% and total iron is expressed as
Fe O . L.O.I.—loss of ignition.2 3
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parison of the mean values and dispersion of the
whole-rock major elements between hornfelses and

Ž .unaltered schists Table 1 using Student’s t-test and
Fisher’s F-test, according to the methods described

Ž .by Urbakh 1964 . These data reveal that hornfelses
Žand country rocks have identical composition over-

.lap within errors for all elements except Mn
Ž .Likhanov et al., 1999 . A slight increase in Mn
content coincides with the transition from country
rocks to the chloritoid zone. This is clearly reflected
in the relatively high-Mn contents of some rock-for-
ming minerals in the aureole of the Ayakhtinsk
granite massif which will be described in more detail
later. The difference in MnO content between horn-
felses and country rocks may be interpreted by some
heterogeneity inherited from the initial protolith.
However, some regional metamorphic phylittes col-
lected and described from the study area contain up

Ž .to 0.35 wt.% MnO Kozlov, 1994 . Relatively high-
Mn bulk compositions of these rocks derive from
modally abundant and relatively manganiferous chlo-

Ž .rites up to 1 wt.% MnO . In this case, with the
Ž .exception of loss of ignition LOI , there are no

obvious differences in whole-rock chemical compo-
sition between hornfelses and country rocks. In order
to evaluate the possibility that the isograds resulted
from changes in whole-rock MnO, compositions of

Žhornfelses from group of adjacent zones chloritoid
.qbiotite vs. garnetqandalusite were compared in

Ž .detail. Analytical results Table 1 show that there
are no differences in MnO between the different
zones.

5. Mineral chemistry and mineral reactions

For the study area, eight polished sections of rock
samples whose bulk compositions were analysed,
were prepared for microprobe work. These sample
locations are shown by numbers in Fig. 1. Chemical
analyses of all mineral phases in the metapelites
were obtained using the Camebax electron micro-
probe analyser in the Institute of Mineralogy and
Petrography, Novosibirsk. Operating parameters were
40 nA beam current, 20 kV accelerating voltage, 20
s counting time for all elements and electron beam
diameter of 3–4 mm. PAP correction was applied to

the data. Natural and synthetic silicate and oxide
standards were used for calibration. Representative
analyses selected from a larger suite of samples are
given in Table 2. Compositions reported here are

Ž .single spot analyses not averages . As a check on
zonality, all minerals were analysed at the rims and
in the core on each grain. For garnet, a regularly
spaced traverse across one or two grains per thin
section was made. The garnet core and interme-
diate-zone analyses, with one exception for Samples
25 and 32, are not given here, since they were not
used for the pressure and temperature estimates.
Presence of graphite and nearly pure ilmenite in
every rock indicates that the oxidation potential was

3q Žlow and Fe should be minor Holdaway et al.,
. 3q1988 . The charge balance does not indicate Fe in

the structural formulas of chlorite, biotite, chloritoid
and garnet. Consistent with the assumption of low
Fe3q, mineral stoichiometries were determined by
normalizing to the indicated number of oxygens:
cordierite—18 oxygens, chlorite—14 oxygens, gar-
net—12 oxygens, micas—11 oxygens, plagioclase
and alkali feldspar—8 oxygens, andalusite and silli-
manite—5 oxygens, ilmenite—3 oxygens and rutile
—2 oxygens.

Because isochemical suites of the pelitic rocks are
available, the reactions that occurred can be identi-
fied. Equations were calculated among minerals us-
ing the actual composition of coexisting minerals by
means of the algebraic mass-balance techniques of
the program Mathematica, using the built-in func-

Ž .tion, Nullspace Likhanov et al., 1994, 1995 for the
systems K O–FeO–MgO–Al O –SiO –H O "2 2 3 2 2

Ž .MnO"TiO KFMSAH"Mn"Ti . To apply this2

technique, we constructed a composite matrix for
Ž .each sample containing n number of columns equal

to the number of mineral phases in the assemblages
Ž .and ny1 rows corresponding to the chemical

components. H O was included as a component in2

the mass balance. The composition matrix expressed
in terms of cations per unit formula. For mass-bal-
ance calculations, the water contents in minerals
were assumed to be stoichiometric in the model
formulae inferred from the widely accepted ones in
the literature; the assumption has been made that
cordierite contains 0.5 mol of structurally bound

Žwater Bird and Fawcett, 1973; Droop and Treloar,
.1981 . Chemical reactions were based on the detailed
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mineral chemistry and visual modal changes with
microtextural observations in the hornfelses.

Prograde chlorite is ubiquitous in the country
rocks but abruptly declines in quantity at the

cordierite-in isograd and disappears completely
within the upper cordierite zone. It is relatively

Ž . Žaluminous up to 3.129 and manganiferous up to
.0.052 as compared with the average chlorite compo-

Table 2
Ž . Ž .Representative mineral analyses and structural formulae. X sNar NaqCaqK , X sCar CaqNaqK ; for garnets: X s irT ,Na An i

Ž .where isFe, Mg, Mn, Ca and TsFeqMgqMnqCa, for the others minerals: X sFer FeqMg . Total Fe expressed as FeO.Fe

0—below detection limit. N—sample number

Muscovite

Zone Country rock Cld Bt Grt And Lower Crd Upper Crd Sil–Kfs
N 12 18 20 25 26 28 32 36

SiO 49.54 47.68 47.92 47.83 48.34 46.75 46.31 46.302

TiO 0.10 0.20 0.21 0.18 0.04 0.24 0.37 0.612

Al O 35.30 37.09 36.59 36.18 36.39 36.38 35.67 36.032 3

FeO 1.58 0.81 0.80 0.78 0.75 0.71 0.76 1.02
MnO 0.02 0 0 0 0.55 0 0 0.01
MgO 0.05 0.35 0.40 0.41 0.41 0.40 0.41 0.37
CaO 0.02 0.03 0.03 0 0 0 0.04 0.03
Na O 0.84 1.27 1.29 1.45 1.07 1.01 0.74 0.592

K O 7.43 7.98 8.14 7.38 8.47 9.74 9.68 9.542

Total 94.88 95.40 95.38 94.21 96.02 95.23 93.98 93.89
Ž .11 O

Si 3.231 3.108 3.140 3.145 3.142 3.087 3.098 3.098
Ti 0.005 0.010 0.010 0.009 0.002 0.012 0.019 0.030
Al 2.714 2.849 2.829 2.805 2.788 2.832 2.812 2.841
Fe 0.086 0.044 0.044 0.043 0.041 0.039 0.043 0.057
Mn 0.001 0 0 0 0.030 0 0 0
Mg 0.005 0.034 0.039 0.040 0.040 0.039 0.041 0.037
Ca 0.002 0.002 0.002 0 0 0 0.003 0.002
Na 0.106 0.160 0.164 0.185 0.135 0.129 0.096 0.077
K 0.618 0.663 0.680 0.618 0.702 0.821 0.826 0.814
X 0.146 0.194 0.194 0.230 0.161 0.136 0.104 0.086Na

Plagioclase

Zone Country rock Cld Bt Grt And Lower Crd Upper Crd Sil–Kfs
N 12 18 20 25 26 28 32 36

SiO 68.54 66.42 65.73 65.52 65.23 64.13 60.59 57.172

Al O 19.01 21.45 21.80 22.01 22.27 22.81 24.73 26.492 3

FeO 0 0.20 0.09 0.07 0.06 0.06 0.21 0.17
CaO 0.18 1.52 2.01 2.63 3.01 3.83 6.41 8.72
Na O 11.97 10.51 10.34 10.27 10.19 9.35 8.03 7.042

K O 0.10 0.08 0.09 0.10 0.11 0.16 0.18 0.162

Total 100.00 100.18 100.06 100.60 100.87 100.34 100.15 99.75
Ž .8 O

Si 3.010 2.910 2.883 2.866 2.850 2.820 2.696 2.576
Al 0.980 1.110 1.128 1.135 1.150 1.180 1.297 1.407
Fe 0 0.006 0.003 0.003 0.001 0.001 0.008 0.006
Ca 0.010 0.070 0.096 0.125 0.140 0.180 0.306 0.421
Na 1.020 0.890 0.896 0.863 0.860 0.800 0.693 0.615
K 0.005 0.004 0.005 0.005 0.006 0.009 0.010 0.009
X 0.010 0.073 0.096 0.125 0.139 0.182 0.303 0.403An

( )continued on next page
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Ž .Table 2 continued

Biotite Chloritoid

Zone Bt Grt And Lower Crd Upper Crd Sil–Kfs Cld Bt Grt And
N 20 25 26 28 32 36 18 20 25 26

SiO 34.52 34.67 34.74 34.32 34.12 34.03 24.37 24.31 24.32 24.302

TiO 1.60 1.62 1.61 1.67 1.53 2.37 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.012

Al O 19.48 19.33 19.45 20.14 20.62 19.87 39.77 39.82 39.81 39.882 3

FeO 25.07 25.41 23.85 25.12 25.67 25.95 25.53 25.11 25.17 25.16
MnO 0.16 0.10 0.07 0.18 0.25 0.11 1.30 1.24 1.25 1.27
MgO 6.24 5.83 6.88 5.47 5.05 4.76 1.36 1.53 1.56 1.49
CaO 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02
Na O 0.15 0.16 0.16 0.18 0.23 0.17 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.022

K O 8.27 9.40 8.64 8.94 7.97 9.03 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.042

Total 95.50 96.53 95.40 96.03 95.44 96.31 92.38 92.07 92.16 92.19
Ž . Ž .11 O 12 O

Si 2.679 2.683 2.687 2.660 2.652 2.644 2.037 2.034 2.033 2.032
Ti 0.093 0.094 0.094 0.097 0.089 0.138 0 0.001 0.001 0.001
Al 1.782 1.763 1.773 1.840 1.889 1.819 3.917 3.927 3.924 3.930
Fe 1.627 1.644 1.543 1.628 1.669 1.686 1.784 1.757 1.760 1.759
Mn 0.011 0.007 0.004 0.012 0.016 0.007 0.092 0.088 0.088 0.090
Mg 0.722 0.672 0.793 0.631 0.585 0.551 0.169 0.191 0.194 0.186
Ca 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.002 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.002
Na 0.022 0.024 0.024 0.028 0.034 0.025 0.003 0.002 0.002 0.002
K 0.819 0.928 0.852 0.880 0.790 0.895 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.004
X 0.693 0.710 0.661 0.721 0.740 0.754 0.913 0.902 0.901 0.904Fe

Chlorite Cordierite

Zone Country rock Cld Bt Grt And Lower Crd Upper Crd Lower Crd Upper Crd Sil–Kfs
N 12 18 20 25 26 28 32 28 32 36

SiO 22.32 23.00 22.73 22.78 22.45 22.52 22.94 47.24 47.08 47.602

TiO 0.03 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.07 0.05 0.05 0.02 0.03 0.012

Al O 23.80 23.14 23.31 22.98 22.75 22.48 22.98 32.01 31.70 32.132 3

FeO 36.44 34.96 34.82 34.61 34.74 31.66 32.27 13.24 13.45 13.16
MnO 0.12 0.55 0.38 0.41 0.55 0.39 0.31 0.43 0.44 0.43
MgO 5.39 6.12 6.72 7.01 7.05 9.22 8.83 4.92 4.91 4.93
CaO 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.04
Na O 0.07 0.08 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.04 0.05 0.25 0.29 0.242

K O 0.04 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0 0 02

Total 88.25 87.95 87.99 87.93 87.72 86.41 87.48 98.14 97.93 98.54
Ž . Ž .14 O 18 O

Si 2.490 2.557 2.520 2.529 2.507 2.510 2.527 5.000 5.000 5.010
Ti 0.003 0.005 0.004 0.004 0.006 0.004 0.005 0.001 0.002 0.001
Al 3.129 3.032 3.046 3.007 2.994 2.953 2.983 3.992 3.967 3.986
Fe 3.399 3.250 3.228 3.214 3.244 2.961 2.973 1.170 1.194 1.158
Mn 0.011 0.052 0.036 0.039 0.052 0.037 0.029 0.040 0.040 0.038
Mg 0.896 1.014 1.110 1.160 1.173 1.537 1.449 0.775 0.777 0.773
Ca 0.005 0.004 0.003 0.003 0.004 0.005 0.003 0.006 0.003 0.005
Na 0.015 0.016 0.011 0.013 0.015 0.008 0.011 0.050 0.060 0.049
K 0.005 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.002 0.001 0.001 0 0 0
X 0.791 0.762 0.744 0.735 0.734 0.658 0.672 0.601 0.606 0.600Fe
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Ž .Table 2 continued

Garnet Andalusite Sil

Zone Grt And Lower Crd Upper Crd And Upper Crd Sil–Kfs Sil–Kfs

N 25 core 25 rim 26 rim 28 rim 32 core 32 rim 26 32 36 36

SiO 36.12 36.09 36.08 36.10 36.43 36.26 37.20 37.12 37.05 36.822

TiO 0.01 0.03 0.05 0.01 0.15 0.02 0 0.02 0.04 0.022

Al O 20.31 20.03 20.05 19.99 20.44 20.35 62.03 62.62 61.81 61.922 3

FeO 26.84 28.50 28.52 31.22 16.75 31.53 0.29 0.34 0.38 0.40
MnO 13.72 12.46 12.48 10.62 22.96 8.03 0 0 0 0.01
MgO 0.60 0.80 0.82 1.21 0.46 1.25 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.01
CaO 1.42 1.15 1.16 0.83 2.70 1.79 0 0.01 0.01 0
Na O 0.05 0.06 0.08 0.07 0.04 0.02 0 0.01 0.02 02

K O 0 0.01 0.03 0.02 0 0 0 0 0 02

Total 99.07 99.13 99.27 100.07 99.93 99.25 99.55 100.14 99.33 99.18
Ž . Ž . Ž .12 O 5 O 5 O

Si 2.995 2.989 2.988 2.972 9.987 2.988 1.009 1.002 1.008 1.003
Ti 0.001 0.002 0.003 0.001 0.009 0.001 0 0 0.001 0
Al 1.985 1.952 1.957 1.939 1.975 1.976 1.983 1.991 1.982 1.988
Fe 1.862 1.976 1.978 2.154 1.149 2.175 0.007 0.008 0.009 0.009
Mn 0.963 0.872 0.875 0.740 1.594 0.560 0 0 0 0
Mg 0.074 0.098 0.101 0.148 0.056 0.153 0.001 0.001 0.001 0
Ca 0.126 0.089 0.103 0.073 0.237 0.158 0 0 0 0
Na 0.008 0.009 0.013 0.011 0.006 0.003 0 0.001 0.001 0
K 0 0.001 0.002 0.001 0 0 0 0 0 0
X 0.616 0.651 0.647 0.691 0.378 0.708Fe

X 0.318 0.287 0.286 0.238 0.525 0.184Mn

X 0.024 0.032 0.033 0.047 0.018 0.050Mg

X 0.042 0.021 0.034 0.023 0.078 0.052Ca

Rutile Ilmenite Alkali feldspar

Zone Country rock Cld Bt And Sil–Kfs
N 12 18 20 26 36

SiO 0.20 0.01 0.01 0.03 64.972

TiO 98.88 53.84 53.16 54.25 0.322

Al O 0.12 0 0 0.05 18.322 3

FeO 0.54 44.68 45.01 42.98 0
MnO 0.03 1.18 1.23 1.62 0
MgO 0 0.02 0.01 0.07 0
CaO 0 0.01 0.01 0.02 0
Na O 0 0.01 0 0.06 0.802

K O 0 0 0 0 15.342

Total 99.77 99.75 99.43 99.08 99.7
Ž . Ž . Ž .2 O 3 O 8 O

Si 0.003 0 0 0.001 2.998
Ti 0.993 1.017 1.010 1.026 0.011
Al 0.002 0 0 0.001 0.996
Fe 0.006 0.939 0.951 0.905 0
Mn 0 0.025 0.026 0.035 0
Mg 0 0.001 0 0.003 0
Ca 0 0 0 0.001 0
Na 0 0.001 0 0.003 0.072
K 0 0 0 0 0.903
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sitions of the low- and medium-pressure pelites in
Ž . Ž .which Al content 2.62 and Mn content 0.04 ,

Ž . Ž .respectively Kepezhinskas, 1977 . Its Fer FeqMg
ratio decreases slightly with increasing metamorphic
grade from 0.79 in the country rocks to 0.66–0.67 in

Ž .the lower cordierite zone Table 2 . The Al content
of chlorite decreases from 3.129 to 2.95 going from
regional grade rocks to the lower cordierite zone.
The Si content of chlorite increases from 2.49 in the
country rocks to 2.557 in the hornfelses. The pattern

Ž .of total divalent cations CaqMgqMnqCa vari-
Žation from 4.31 in the country rocks to 4.54 in the

.hornfelses generally follows the Si pattern, which
suggest that Tschermak exchange is the dominant
substituational reaction in the chlorite. Retrograde
chlorite has the same composition as the prograde
variety.

Muscovite, widespread in the country and contact
metamorphic rocks, disappears in the sillimanite–al-
kali feldspar zone. The muscovite-consuming reac-
tion at the sillimanite–alkali feldspar-in isograd in
the model KSAH system is

0.493Msq0.289Qtz

s0.482Silq0.445Kfsq0.493H O. 1Ž .2

Muscovite forms a solid solution toward parago-
nite with a minor amount of celadonite content,

Ž . Ž VI .expressed as MgqFe r MgqFeqAl which
ranges from 0.08 in the country rocks to 0.04 in the
hornfelses. An abrupt increase in paragonite content

Ž .of muscovite X from 0.15 to 0.19 coincides withNa

the transition from country rocks to the chloritoid
Ž .zone Table 2 . Above the biotite zone, X contin-Na

ues to increase up to 0.23 at the garnet-in isograd. A
distinct decrease in X occurs with temperatureNa

from 0.16 in the andalusite zone, through 0.14–0.10
in the lower cordierite and upper cordierite zones,
respectively, to 0.09 in the sillimanite–alkali feldspar
zone. This effect of grade on composition of mus-
covite is very subtle and approximately the same as

Ž .those noted by Guidotti 1984 for muscovite from
the Rangeley area, ME. Briefly summarized, parago-
nite content first increases and then decreases as
metamorphic grade rises. Decrease in paragonite
content as temperature increases in this case is the
result of the possible model metamorphic reaction:

ŽMs qQtzsMs qAndq PlqH O Kori-Na K – Na 2
.kovskii, 1979 , where the muscovite of the left hand

side of this reaction is more Na-rich than the mus-
covite on the right hand side.

Plagioclase in the country rocks is essentially
Ž .homogeneous albite with anorthite content X ofAn

0.01. The plagioclase of the chloritoid, biotite and
garnet zones is slightly more calcic, in the range
X s0.073–0.125. The X of oligoclase increasesAn An

in the andalusite zone up to 0.139 and at the
cordierite-in isograd X is 0.182. An abrupt changeAn

Žin plagioclase composition to sodic andesine X sAn
.0.303–0.403 coincides with the garnet-chlorite-out

and sillimanite–alkali feldspar-in isograds of the up-
per cordierite and sillimanite–alkali feldspar zones

Ž .of contact aureole, respectively Table 2 .
Chloritoid, one of the most abundant minerals of

the chloritoid, biotite and garnet zone, disappears
within the andalusite zone. The mineral is chemically

Žhomogeneous and remarkably iron-rich with Fer Fe
.qMg in the narrow range 0.90–0.91. MnO content

Žis relatively high and varies only slightly 1.25–1.30
.wt.% . Chloritoid as a stable phase is not abundant

and rare in typical contact aureoles due to a narrow
temperature interval at low pressure of contact meta-

Žmorphism Ganguly, 1969; Hoschek, 1969; Kolobov
.et al., 1992 . If chloritoid occurs, it is found only in

rocks of Fe-aluminous bulk composition that plot on
the high-Al side of the critical Grt–Chl join in the

Ž .AFM-projection Albee, 1972; Harte, 1975 . This is
consistent with the Al-rich bulk composition of the

Ž .studied hornfelses X s0.30–0.32 . The possibleAl

chloritoid-forming reaction at the chloritoid-in iso-
grad in the KFMASHTi system is
0.704Ms q0.023Chlq0.065Rtc .r

s0.657Ms q0.029Cldq0.061Ilmc .z

q0.237Qtzq0.084H O, 2Ž .2

where Ms and Ms are the muscovites fromc.r c.z

country rocks and chloritoid zone, respectively. This
Ž .reaction appears on the AKF diagram Fig. 5 as the

intersection of the Ms –Chl with Ms –Cld tie-line.c.r c.z

Evidence for reaction comes from the observed re-
placement of muscovite–chlorite aggregates by chlo-
ritoid as well as rutile by ilmenite. The chloritoid

Ž .isograd has been discussed by Chinner 1967 , who
proposed pyrophyllite-, kaolinite- and paragonite-
breakdown reactions to explain it. However, XRD

Ž .examination Kozlov, 1994 has shown the absence
of these phases in the low-grade equivalents of the
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Fig. 5. AKF diagram showing composition of whole rocks x and minerals dots at the chloritoid-in a and biotite-in b isograds.
Ž . Ž .Tie-lines joining Ms –Chl and Ms –Cld a , Ms–Chl and Cld–Bt b are shown as solid lines. AsAl O –K O–Na O; FsFeOqc.r c.z 2 3 2 2

Ž .MgOqMnO; KsK O in molecular percentages . c.r—country rocks, c.z—chloritoid zone.2

chloritoid-bearing pelites. Thus, chloritoid has clearly
grown at the expense of relatively aluminous chlo-

Ž .rite, perhaps by an equilibrium such as reaction 2 .
This is in accordance with the chloritoid-forming

Ž .reactions proposed by Thompson and Norton 1968
Ž .and Frey 1978 .

Ilmenite, the dominant oxide mineral, typically
appears at the chloritoid-in isograd and occurs in all
metamorphic grades. Its Mn content is in the narrow

Ž .range 0.025–0.035 . Rutile has a more restricted
occurrence than ilmenite and is present only in the
country rocks.

Biotite appears in the biotite zone and occurs in
all of the contact metamorphic zones. The tetrahedral

Ž . ŽAl, Ti content from 0.093 to 0.138 and Fer Feq
. ŽMg ratio from 0.69 in the biotite zone to 0.75 in

.the sillimanite–alkali feldspar zone increase slightly
with increasing metamorphism grade. Its Mn content

Ž . Ž .varies slightly 0.04–0.016 . Wang and Spear 1991
discussed the coexistence of chloritoidqbiotite in
the Walloomsac Formation north of Dutchess Coun-
try, and proposed that occurrence of this assemblage
was largely controlled by the bulk composition of
the rock. Chloritoid and biotite are predicted to

Ž .coexist if bulk Fer FeqMgqMn )0.60. This is
consistent with the bulk composition of the horn-
felses studied. The mineral reaction responsible for
the first appearance of biotite at the biotite-in isograd
in the KFMASH system is

0.439Msq0.285Chlq0.322Ilm

s0.372Cldq0.364Btq0.359Qtzq0.472H O.2

3Ž .
ŽThis reaction appears on the AKF diagram Fig.

.5 as the intersection of the muscovite–chlorite with

chloritoid–biotite tie-line. The reaction is confirmed
by mineral abundances in thin section, where the
formation of biotite and chloritoid is accompanied by
decreasing amounts of chlorite and muscovite. The

Ž Ž .observed chemographic relations Fer FeqMg : Bt
.-Chl-Cld at the biotite-in isograd are also con-

Ž .sistent with the calculated reaction Fig. 2 . This
reaction is important because it signifies the lower
thermal stability limit for the chloritoidqbiotite
mineral assemblage.

Garnet-bearing assemblages occur sporadically
within the garnet, andalusite and lower cordierite
zones. There are no significant differences in garnet
composition between different zones. Garnets are
Ž .Fe,Mg,Mn,Ca Al Si O solid solutions. They ex-3 2 3 12

hibit normal growth zoning, with grossular and spes-
sartine components decreasing and almandine and
pyrope components increasing from core to rim.
Core compositions are Sps Alm Grs Prp and32 62 04 02

Žrim compositions are Alm Sps Prp Grs Table66 29 03 02
.2 . The first appearance of garnet in the pelitic rocks

near the andalusite-in isograd was probably the result
of the following model reaction at the garnet-in
isograd in the KFMASH system

0.207Btq0.368Cldq0.800Qtz

s0.250Grtq0.311Msq0.149Chlq0.035H O.2

4Ž .

Ž .On the AFM diagram Fig. 2 , this mineral re-
action appears as the crossed tie-lines of the bio-
tite–chloritoid and garnet–chlorite within the Fe,
Mg-end-member system and is responsible for the
paragenesis garnetqchlorite in the KFMASH sys-
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tem. The small amount of MnO present in most
metapelites is sufficient to stabilize garnet in many

Ž .assemblages e.g. Symmes and Ferry, 1992 . Evi-
dence supporting the proposed balanced garnet-for-
ming reaction is confirmed by the uniformity of
bulk-rock compositions with respect to all compo-

Ž .nents particularly MnO across the garnet-in iso-
grad. If the system is isochemical, then some Mn
must have been supplied to the garnet from the most
abundant and relatively high-Mn chloritoid of the
biotite zone as a possible reactant for garnet forma-
tion. The presence of chloritoid inclusions in garnet
may be textural evidence for this reaction. The chlo-

Ž .ritoid modal abundance up to 25% at the garnet-in
isograd is significantly higher than the garnet one
Ž . Ž .up to 3% . Spear and Cheney 1989 calculated that
Fe–Mg garnet should not be stable in low-grade
metapelites except for very Fe-rich bulk composi-
tions. This is consistent with the bulk composition of
these hornfelses. This reaction has been described by

Ž .Whitney et al. 1996 for pelitic schists in Dutchess
County where it does occur at about the same grade
as the garnet-in isograd in hornfelses studied. In this
low-grade sequence, the first appearance of garnet at
the expense of chloritoidqbiotite was not a function
of the bulk composition of the protolith.

Garnet and chlorite disappear simultaneously in
the lower cordierite zone owing to the following
reaction at the garnet- and chlorite-out isograd in the
KFMASH system

0.204Msq0.246Chlq0.075Grtq0.471Qtz

s0.422Btq0.166Crdq0.682H O. 5Ž .2

This reaction marks the upper stability of chlorite
qgarnet in muscovite-bearing rocks, so that above
this reaction chlorite and garnet no longer appears on

Ž .the AFM diagram Fig. 2 . All the rocks above
garnet-out isograd contain biotite and cordierite as
principal minerals. The destruction of garnet and
chlorite must have involved some combination of
these minerals. This reaction is consistent with the

Ž Ž .observed chemographic relations Fer FeqMg :
.Crd-Chl-Bt-Grt at the garnet- and chlorite-out

Ž .isograd Fig. 2 .
The compositions of andalusite and sillimanite in

the aureole are close to end member Al SiO . With2 5

increasing metamorphic grade, andalusite modal
abundance and grain size generally increase. The

Ž . Ž .following KFMASH 6 and KFMASHTi 7 reac-
tions mark the first appearance of andalusite in horn-
felses for garnet-bearing assemblages

0.329Msq0.180Chl

s0.272Btq0.089Grtq0.404And

q0.082Qtzq0.779H O, 6Ž .2

and for ilmenite- and chloritoid-bearing assemblages

0.399Msq0.236Chlq0.028Ilm

s0.329Btq0.169Cldq0.289And

q0.328Qtzq0.676H O. 7Ž .2

Fig. 2 provides an explanation for these reactions.
Ž .Reaction 7 may account for the formation of the

rare mineral assemblage andalusiteqbiotiteqchlo-
ritoid. Based on the numerous observed mineral
assemblages in contact metamorphosed pelites, the
assemblage garnetqchloriteqandalusiteqmusco-
vite is considered to be unstable in pure KFMASH

Ž .system Pattison and Tracy, 1991 . The strong parti-
tioning of MnO into garnet expands the stability

Ž .field of garnet-bearing assemblages Spear, 1993 . It
is well established that the incorporation of Mn into
ferromagnesian silicate minerals can modify phase
relations by shifting KFMASH equilibria in P–T
space and allowing incompatible KFMASH mineral
assemblages to exist under the same P–T conditions

Žin compositions with different Mn contents e.g.
.Symmes and Ferry, 1992; Droop and Harte, 1995 .

In order to evaluate the effect of Mn on the possible
mass-balance relations at the formation of andalusite,

Žall manganiferous phases ilmenite, chloritoid, chlo-
.rite and garnet have been involved in the calcula-

tions. The overall andalusite-forming reaction may
be written in the KFMASHTiMn system as

0.395Msq0.231Chlq0.028Ilm

s0.325Btq0.303Andq0.151Cld

q0.011Grtq0.3Qtzq0.693H O. 8Ž .2

Thus, the addition of Mn component to a KF-
MASH system does not change significantly the

Ž . Ž .behaviour of the reactions 6 and 7 .
Cordierite is the most abundant and widespread

ferromagnesian phase within the cordierite and alkali
feldspar zones of the aureole. Cordierite is chemi-

Ž .cally homogeneous with constant Fer FeqMg in
the narrow range 0.60–0.61. Its Mn content is in the
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Ž .narrow range 0.038–0.04 . The following KF-
Ž Ž . Ž ..MASH Eqs. 9 and 10 reactions mark the first

appearance of cordierite at the cordierite-in isograd
for garnet-bearing assemblages

0.263Msq0.213Chlq0.018Grtq0.452Qtz

s0.245Btq0.240Crdq0.75H O, 9Ž .2

and for garnet- and andalusite-bearing assemblages

0.403Msq0.164Chlq0.083Grt

s0.376Btq0.053Crdq0.442Andq0.190Qtz

q0.654H O. 10Ž .2

The reactions are consistent with the observed
Ž Ž .chemographic relations Fer FeqMg : Crd-Chl

.-Bt-Grt at the cordierite-in isograd and sup-
ported by mineral abundances in thin section, where
the appearance of cordieriteqbiotite is accompanied
by decrease in modal amounts of chlorite, muscovite
and garnet. Cordierite increases in modal amount up
to the sillimanite–alkali feldspar zone. Cordieriteq
garnetqmuscovite is a rare assemblage in low-pres-
sure contact metamorphic rocks, having been noted
only in five contact aureoles; it has also been re-
ported in several medium-grade regional metamor-

Ž .phic settings Pattison and Tracy, 1991 , showing no
consistent relationship with grade and pressure. Thus,
the appearance and stability of this rare mineral
assemblage as well as the discussed above garnetq
andalusiteqchloriteqmuscovite discussed above
assemblage are connected with Mn-enriched garnet
composition and whole-rock composition rather than
P–T conditions.

The first development of sillimanite coincides
Ž .closely with local reaction 1 the MsqQtz break-

down. In most rocks, the sillimanite occurs adjacent
to cordierite poikiloblasts and alkali feldspar in a
matrix of quartz, muscovite, ilmenite, plagioclase
and locally biotite. This suggests that sillimanite
formed from the reaction of matrix minerals in which
it nucleated as is suggested for the Ballachulish

Ž .aureole in Scotland Pattison, 1992 and for the
sillimanite-bearing pelites near Rangeley in USA
Ž . Ž .Foster, 1977 . As noted by Pattison 1992 , these
observations carry significant implications for the
interpretation of andalusitersillimanite relations in
other low-pressure settings. This study therefore

Ž .contrasts with Kerrick and Woodsworth 1989 ,
who argued that the equilibrium boundary between
andalusite and sillimanite is where andalusite is re-
placed by sillimanite, and that lower-grade occur-
rences of sillimanite in andalusite-bearing rocks rep-
resented metastable growth in the andalusite field.
Taking into account that sillimanite must have formed
by reactions involving matrix minerals, it is possible
to write the sillimanite-forming reaction at the silli-
manite–alkali feldspar-in isograd in KFMASH sys-
tem as

0.494Msq0.002Btq0.362Qtz

s0.024Crdq0.435Silq0.448Kfsq0.483H O.2

11Ž .

The alkali feldspar in the hornfelses of the inner
zone is microcline with a fairly narrow bulk compo-
sitional range around Or .93

6. Thermodynamic conditions of contact meta-
morphism

Metamorphic conditions for contact metamor-
phism in the Ayakhtinsk aureole were deduced on

Ž .the basis of 1 independent pressure estimates ob-
tained from net-transfer equilibria in metapelites and
projections of albite–orthoclase–quartz components
of granitoid into haplogranite system of Tuttle and

Ž . Ž .Bowen 1958 , 2 estimates of metamorphic temper-
atures obtained from exchange and solvus thermome-

Ž .ters, and 3 quantitative petrogenetic grids using the
Ž .isopleth method Table 3; Fig. 6 . Finally, P and T

estimates were compared with dehydration equilibria
Žin order to evaluate fluid-composition models Table

.4 . In addition, the conditions of formation of the
mineral assemblages outlined above were deter-
mined, using microprobe analyses of the minerals

Žand the computer software, THERMOCALC Powell
.and Holland, 1988, 1994 , with the internally consis-

tent thermodynamic dataset of Holland and Powell
Ž . Ž .1990 Table 5; Fig. 6 . The activities of end-mem-
ber components of analysed minerals were calculated
using the activity–composition relations suggested

Ž .by Holland and Powell 1990 . The results of these
P–T calculations are summarized in Table 5.
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Table 3
Pressure and temperature estimates calculated from various geothermobarometers in metapelites

Ž . Ž .Zone N T 8C P kbar

1 2 3 4 5 6 Mean 7 8 9 10 Mean

Country rock 12 400 400 400
Cld 18 430
Bt 20 448 452 450
Grt 25 480
And 26 490 510 500 500 2.9 3.1
Lower Crd 28 553 542 578 560 560 3.2 3.1 2.9 3.2
Upper Crd 32 613 632 620 620 3.5 3.5 3.1
Sil–Kfs 36 640

Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . ŽGeothermometers: 1 Ms–Chl Kotov, 1986 , 2 Pl–Ms Green and Usdansky, 1986b , 3 Bt–Cld Perchuk, 1991 , 4 Bt–Ms Hoisch,
. Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž1989 , 5 Crd–Grt and Grt–Bt Perchuk, 1991 , 6 Crd–Grt and Grt–Bt Thompson, 1976 . Geobarometers: 7 Grt–Bt–Ms–Pl Ghent

. Ž . Ž . Žand Stout, 1981 with modifications by Hodges and Crowley 1985 ; 8, 9 and 10 Grt–Bt–Ms–Pl, Grt–Bt–Pl and Grt–Ms–Pl Hoisch,
.1990 ; N—sample number.

6.1. Pressure

Several independent estimates of pressure in the
Ayakhtinsk Igneous Complex and thermal aureole
have been made, all of which show a high degree

Ž .of consistency. Dazenko 1984 projected CIPW-
normative albite–orthoclase–quartz components of

granitoid samples from the Ajakhtinsk Igneous Com-
plex into the Ab–Kfs–Qtz ternary of Tuttle and

Ž .Bowen 1958 . The samples plot along the P sH O2

3–3.5 kbar thermal valley, with late crystallizing
leucogranites plotting on, or near, the 3–3.5 kbar
thermal minimum. The cotectic, near-minimum com-
positions of the leucogranites suggest water-excess

Fig. 6. Schematic P–T diagram showing the positions of metamorphic zones and isograds in the Ayakhtinsk intrusion contact aureole and
w x Ž . w x Ž . w x Ž .comparison of calculated equilibria P Pattison, 1992 with experimental data CJ Chatterjee and Johannes, 1974 , G Ganguly, 1969 ,

w x Ž . w x Ž .R Richardson, 1968 and S Seifert, 1970 . The solid square and accompanyng dot-dashed lines are the triple point and AndsSil curve
Ž . w x w xof Pattison 1992 . The solid squares and accompanying dotted lines H and RBH are the triple points and experimental AndsSil curves

Ž . Ž .of Holdaway 1971 and Richardson et al. 1969 , respectively. P–T locations of the univariant equilibria calculated using the program
THERMOCALC are indicated by dashed lines. Roman numerals: contact metamorphic zones referred to in the text. Arabic numerals

Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .indicate isograds: I Cld-in, II Bt-in, III Grt-in, IV And-in, V Crd-in, VI Grt–Chl-out and VII Sil–Kfs-in. The solid arrow
represents the inferred isobaric prograde trajectory in the Ayakhtinsk contact aureole.
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Table 4
Summary of water fugacity, activity and mole fraction estimates
in the metamorphic fluid

Zone N f 8 f a XH O H O H O H O2 2 2 2
Ž . Ž .bar bar Model 1 Model 2

Bt 20 874 774 0.89 0.89 0.85
Grt 25 1028 867 0.84 0.85 0.77
And 26 1134 628 0.55 0.56 0.35
Lower 28 1462 900 0.62 0.63 0.46
Crd
Sil–Kfs 36 1895 907 0.48 0.49 0.36

Calculated using the following mineral equilibria at estimated T
and P: 20–MsqChls2CldqBtqQtzq2H O; 25–2Msq3Chl2

s 3Cldq2Btq2Grtq9H O; 26–5Msq3Chls 5Btq8Andq2

Qtzq12H O; 28–MsqChlq2QtzsCrdqBtq4H O; 36–Msq2 2

QtzsSilqKfsqH O. f8 and f —fugacity of pure H O2 H O H O 22 2

and in mixture, respectively, at the T and P of interest; a —H O2

activity of H O; X —mole fraction for H O in the metamor-2 H O 22

phic fluid. Model 1 assumes ideal mixing, model 2 assumes
non-ideal mixing of H O in the fluid phase. N —sample number.2

crystallization at lithostatic pressure near 3–3.5 kbar,
corresponding to a depth of 10"1 km, assuming an
average rock density of 2.7 grcm3, since lower
water pressures would shift the cotecticrminimum
intersection towards albite-depleted compositions
Ž .Johannes, 1985 . Four geobarometers involving

Ž .Grt–Bt–Ms–Pl Ghent and Stout, 1981 with modi-
Ž .fications by Hodges and Crowley 1985 and Hoisch

Ž . Ž .1990 , Grt–Bt–Pl and Grt–Ms–Pl Hoisch, 1990
were used to determine aureole pressures. Garnet rim
compositions, neighbouring biotite, muscovite and
plagioclase compositions were used with activity–

Ž .composition models of Hodges and Crowley 1985
Ž .and Hoisch 1990 . The fluid pressure derived within

the thermal aureole of the igneous complex is PH O2

Ž .s3.2"0.3 kbar Table 3 . The value obtained is
similar to the intersection of the pure-phase experi-
mental equilibria Ms q Qtz s Sil q Kfs q H O2
Ž .Chatterjee and Johannes, 1974 and AndsSil curve

Ž . Ž .from Pattison 1992 Fig. 6 . The AndsSil curve
and triple point used here lie midway between the

Ž .determinations of Holdaway 1971 and Richardson
Ž .et al. 1969 , and agree closely with the estimates of

Ž . Ž .Holland and Powell 1990 and Bohlen et al. 1991 .
Ž .Kerrick and Heninger’s 1984 data for sillimanite

stability are in agreement with the preferred location
of AndsSil of this study. For comparison, intersec-
tion of the MsqQtzsSilqKfsqH O reaction2

Ž .with the AndsSil curves of Holdaway 1971 and
Ž .Richardson et al. 1969 give pressures of 2.1 and

4.1 kbar, respectively. Using the calibrated grid of
Ž .Holdaway and Lee 1977 , one obtains a pressure

estimate using the isopleth method. Taking the mea-
sured FerFeqMg cordierite value of 0.60 for the
univariant assemblage CrdqKfsqSilqBtqMsq
Qtz at the study area, Holdaway and Lee’s calibrated
grid gives 2.6 kbar for a s1.0. However, accord-H O2

Ž . Ž .ing to Skippen and Gunter 1996 and Carey 1995 ,
the stability of cordierite is enlarged and extended to

Ž .higher pressure )3 kbar in comparison to the
anhydrous phase relations. The presence of Fe-
cordierite rather than staurolite also provides an
upper pressure constraint. In the end-member Fe-sys-
tem, cordierite breaks down to staurolite at approxi-

Žmately 3 kbar Richardson, 1968; Holdaway and
.Lee, 1977 . The maximum possible pressure stability

of Fe-cordierite in muscovite-bearing pelites is shown
Ž .on Fig. 6. In addition, Pattison 1992 noted that

Ž .AndsSil curve of Holdaway 1971 results in an-
dalusiteqbiotiteqcordierite"chlorite assemblages
being restricted to very low pressures and to very
Fe-rich compositions, which seems to contradict the
widespread development of these assemblages in
nature. Based on a large number of well documented

Ž .aureoles Table 2 of Pattison and Tracy, 1991 the
Ayakhtinsk aureole belongs to cordierite–andalusite
facies series 2a, which corresponds to a pressure
range of 3–4 kbar. A pressure of 3.2 kbar with "1
kbar uncertainties in pressure calculations is in a
good agreement with that obtained from other con-
tact aureoles with the mineral assemblages chloritoid

Žqbiotite and chloritoidqbiotiteqandalusite 2.5–
3.5 kbar; Okuyama-Kusunose, 1994; Likhanov,

.1988b, 1989 and pressure estimates from THER-
Ž .MOCALC average P–T results Table 5 .

6.2. Temperature

Seventeen mineral pairs were analysed in thin
section domains in which the two selected minerals
were not in physical contact by using inner rims of
garnet and matrix mineral compositions. Tempera-
ture estimates in the Ayakhtinsk intrusion contact
aureole were obtained using geothermometers in-

Ž . Žvolving Ms–Chl Kotov, 1986 , Pl–Ms Green and
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Table 5
Ž .THERMOCALC results for a muscovite–biotite–chlorite–chloritoid–garnet–andalusite–plagioclase–quartz Andalusite zone, Sample 26 ,

Ž .muscovite–biotite–andalusite–cordierite–garnet –chlorite–quartz–plagioclase Lower cordierite zone, Sample 28 , muscovite–biotite–chlo-
Ž .rite–chloritoid–garnet–plagioclase–quartz Garnet zone, Sample 25 , and muscovite–biotite–cordierite–sillimanite–alkali feldspar–

Ž .plagioclase–quartz Sillimanite–alkali feldspar zone, Sample 36 mineral assemblages from the Ayakhtinsk contact aureole

Andalusite zone, Sample 26
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Activities: mu 0.700 , pa 0.700 , cel 0.0096 , phl 0.0239 , ann 0.103 , east 0.024 , py 5.3ey5 , gr 3.6ey4 , alm 0.230 , spss 0.023 ,

Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .clin 0.00104 , daph 0.150 , ames 0.0029 , mctd 0.109 , fctd 0.860 , mnctd 0.044 , ab 0.850 , an 0.220 , and 1.00 , q 1.00 ,
Ž .H O 1.00,0.352

Independent set of 12 reactions
Ž .Temperature estimates 8C

2.5 kbar 3.0 kbar 3.5 kbar

X avT"2s Fit avT"2s Fit avT"2s FitH O2

1.00 530"18 2.0 540"20 2.2 549"22 2.3
0.35 476"20 1.9 486"22 2.0 494"24 2.2

Lower cordierite zone, Sample 28
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Activities: mu 0.780 , pa 0.810 , cel 0.0101 , phl 0.0151 , ann 0.120 , east 0.017 , py 0.00016 , gr 1.2ey5 , alm 0.270 , spss 0.014 ,

Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .clin 0.0036 , daph 0.084 , ames 0.0081 , crd 0.200 , fcrd 0.350 , mncrd 0.00045 , ab 0.810 , an 0.290 , and 1.00 , q 1.00 ,
Ž .H O 1.00,0.462

Independent set of 12 reactions
Ž .Temperature estimates 8C

2.5 kbar 3.0 kbar 3.5 kbar

X avT"2s Fit avT"2s Fit avT"2s FitH O2

1.00 585"26 2.3 597"30 2.7 610"38 3.3
0.46 534"36 3.0 545"44 3.6 554"52 4.4

Garnet zone, Sample 25
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Activities: mu 0.690 , pa 0.810 , cel 0.010 , phl 0.0167 , ann 0.130 , east 0.017 , py 4.8ey5 , gr 3.5ey4 , alm 0.240 , spss 0.023 ,

Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .clin 0.00108 , daph 0.157 , ames 0.0027 , mctd 0.100 , fctd 0.860 , mnctd 0.045 , ab 0.870 , an 0.190 , q 1.00 , H O 1.00,0.772

Independent set of 11 reactions

Ž .X Average P–T "2s Corr FitH O2

1.00 Ts508"38 8C Ps3.1"2.8 kbar 0.627 1.77
0.77 Ts491"36 8C Ps3.1"2.6 kbar 0.631 1.73

Sillimanite-alkali feldspar zone, Sample 36
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Activities: mu 0.750 , pa 0.510 , cel 0.0089 , phl 0.0096 , ann 0.130 , east 0.013 , crd 0.190 ,

Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .fcrd 0.350 , mncrd 0.00044 , ab 0.590 , an 0.640 , sill 1.00 , and 1.00 , mic 1.00 , q 1.00 , H O 1.00,0.362

Independent set of 8 reactions

Ž .X Average P–T "2s Corr FitH O2

1.00 Ts673"50 8C Ps3.1"1.2 kbar 0.910 0.61
0.36 Ts638"42 8C Ps3.6"1.2 kbar 0.884 0.46

Ž .Abbreviations for the end-members of the minerals are adopted from Powell and Holland 1998 : mu—muscovite, pa—paragonite,
cel—celadonite; phl—phlogopite, ann—annite, east—eastonite; ames—amesite, daph—daphnite, clin—clinochlore; mctd—Mg-chlo-
ritoid, mnctd—Mn-chloritoid, fctd—Fe-chloritoid; py—pyrope, gr—grossular, alm—almandine, spss—spessartine; crd—cordierite, fcrd
—Fe-cordierite, mncrd—Mn-cordierite; ab—albite, an—anorthite; q—quartz; and—andalusite; sill—sillimanite; mic—microcline. Aver-
age P–T and T estimates were made at X s1 and X calculated assuming non-ideal mixing of water in the fluid phase from TableH O H O2 2

4. avT—average temperature.
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. Ž .Usdansky, 1986b , Bt–Cld Perchuk, 1991 , Bt–Ms
Ž . ŽHoisch, 1989 , Crd–Grt and Grt–Bt Perchuk, 1991;

.Thompson, 1976 . For the most part, these cali-
brations are based on the comparison of natural
assemblages with experimental phase equilibria by
adopting an ideal cation-mixing model in both the

Ž .minerals. The empirical calibration of Hoisch 1989
was based on the exchange of Mg-Tschermak’s com-
ponent between muscovite and biotite that models
nonideality in the mixing of cations within the octa-
hedral sites of both muscovite and biotite. The Na–K
exchange reaction between plagioclase and mus-
covite has been used utilizing a ternary-feldspar sub-
regular solution model and a non-ideal binary white

Ž .mica solution model Green and Usdansky, 1986b .
Temperatures generally increase with metamorphic
grade as indicated in the average estimate for each
zone in Table 3 and are comparable to the tempera-
ture estimate obtained from the reactions in Fig. 6.
The temperature of the regional metamorphism in

Žthe country rocks calculated by the Ms–Chl Kotov,
. Ž .1986 and Pl–Ms Green and Usdansky, 1986b

geothermometers is 400 8C, thus corresponding to
the greenschist facies. Temperatures calculated for
thermal metamorphism lie within the range 430–640
8C with an error of "50 8C and correspond to the

Žmuscovite- and amphibole-hornfels facies Re-
.verdatto, 1973 . The temperature of initial contact

metamorphism at the chloritoid-in isograd is 430 8C,
Žaccording to the Ms–Pl geothermometer Green and

.Usdansky, 1986b . The average temperature at the
biotite-in isograd is 450 8C; this agrees with tempera-
ture estimations on the first appearance of biotite in
association with chloritoid for rocks of similar com-
position from the Karatash aureole and with Spear

Ž .and Cheney’s 1989 petrogenetic grid for the
KFASH system. Four geothermometers yield aver-
age temperature estimates of 480 8C at the garnet-in
isograd, 500 8C at the andalusite-in isograd and 560
8C at the cordierite-in isograd, consistent with exper-

Žimental and calculated data Hsu, 1968; Fig. 6; Table
.5 . Using the calibrated grid of Spear and Cheney
Ž .1989 , one obtains a temperature estimate using the
isopleth method of about 3 kbar. Taking the mea-
sured FerFeqMg garnet value of 0.95 and MnrMn
qMgqFe value of 0.2 for the univariant assem-
blage MsqQtzqBtqChlqGrtqCld Spear and
Cheney’s calibrated grid gives 470 8C for a s1.0.H O2

The data are also consistent with the petrogenetic
grid and temperature estimations at the cordierite-in
isograd for graphite-bearing metapelites of the Bal-

Žlachulish aureole Pattison, 1989; Pattison and Tracy,
.1991 . An average temperature at the garnet- and

chlorite-out isograd is 620 8C. The first appearance
of sillimanite with alkali feldspar in the contact
aureole took place at Ts640 8C. Application of the

Žaverage P–T approach of Powell and Holland 1988,
.1994 , using the program THERMOCALC, yielded

estimates of Ts673"50 8C at Ps3.1"1.2 kbar
and a s1.00; Ts638"42 8C at Ps3.6"1.2H O2

Ž .kbar and a s0.36 2s errors; Table 5 for theH O2

sillimanite–alkali feldspar zone.

6.3. Fluid composition

The composition of the fluid phase is an impor-
tant variable in graphite-bearing pelitic rocks during
progressive dehydration because of the development

Ž .of CH , CO , H and CO French, 1966 . This4 2 2

lowers P and affects the stability fields of min-H O2

Ž .eral assemblages e.g. Holdaway, 1978 . Ohmoto
Ž .and Kerrick 1977 argued that during dehydration

reactions in graphitic pelites, the fluid is internally
buffered to a composition of maximum H O content.2

At 3 kbar, the maximum proportion of H O in a2

hydrous fluid decreases with increasing temperature
from X s0.92 at Ts450 8C to 0.77 at 640 8C,H O2

Ž .assuming ideal mixing i.e., X sa . If non-H O H O2 2

ideal mixing is assumed, then X will be some-H O2

what lower because activity coefficients are positive
Žfor H O in H O–CO –CH mixtures Kerrick and2 2 2 4

.Jacobs, 1981 . More rigorous arguments presented
Ž .by Connolly and Cesare 1993 showed that during

simple dehydration, graphite-saturated C–O–H flu-
ids are generated with, rather than buffered toward,
the maximum thermodynamic activity of H O.2

Thermodynamic analysis of mineral equilibria
with a fluid phase was applied to calculate partial
pressures of the gas species using the Gibbs method
Ž .treated in detail by Spear et al., 1982 . It specifies
quantitatively the equilibrium relationships between
the pressure, temperature, mineral composition and
activity of gas species in a mineral assemblages for
which a dehydration equilibrium can be written
among phase components. Mathematical expressions
and subsequent thermodynamic calculations of fluid
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phase composition were made according to the meth-
Ž .ods described by Ferry 1976 .

At fixed P and T , the abundances of all C–O–H
components in the fluid may be determined if one
variable, such as f , is fixed. Because in the major-O 2

ity of the graphitic pelites in the aureole ilmenite is
the only oxide phase present, an independent estima-
tion of f by magnetite–ilmenite or magnetite–gra-O 2

phite oxybarometry is not possible.
Mineral dehydration equilibria calculated for bi-

otite-in, garnet-in, andalusite-in, cordierite-in, silli-
manite-in isograds have been used in conjunction
with the above estimates of T and P to determine
the fugacity of H O in the metamorphic fluid phase2
Ž .Table 4 . All phase equilibrium calculations re-
ported here were done with the mineral end-member

Ž .data of Holland and Powell 1990 ; mixing proper-
ties of mineral solutions were taken for cordierite

Ž .from Aranovich and Podlesskii 1989 , for biotite
Ž .and muscovite from Hoisch 1991 , for garnet from

Ž .Hodges and Crowley 1985 and for alkali feldspar
Ž .from Green and Usdansky 1986a ; all other mineral

Ž .solutions from Holland and Powell 1990 . The mole
Ž .fraction of H O X in the metamorphic fluid2 H O2

Ž .was determined on the basis of two models: 1 ideal
Ž .mixing of H O–CO in the fluid phase and 22 2

non-ideal mixing of H O–CO in the fluid phase2 2

based on the subregular solution activity model of
Ž .Powell and Holland 1985 . If ideal mixing in the

fluid phase is assumed, an estimate of H O mole2
Žfraction can be calculated from the fugacity at known

. ŽP and T with the expression: X s f r FH O H O H O2 2 2

.=P , where F is the fugacity coefficient of pureH O2

water at the P and T of interest from Duan et al.
Ž .1992 . The expression for the second model is

w 2 Ž ŽX s a rexp X W q 2 X W yH O H O CO H O H O CO2 2 2 2 2 2

.xW , at X qX s1 and where W andH O H O CO H O2 2 2 2

W are the Margules parameters from Powell andCO 2

Ž .Holland 1985 .
The X and a estimates for the metamor-H O H O2 2

phic fluid decrease toward the intrusive contact from
0.89–0.85 at Ts450 8C to 0.49–0.36 at Ts640
8C, assuming ideal and non-ideal mixing, respec-

Ž .tively, of water in the fluid phase Table 4 . These
values are in agreement with the data of Ohmoto and

Ž . Ž .Kerrick 1977 and Connolly and Cesare 1993 on
the evolution of C–O–H fluid composition in equi-
librium with graphite taking into account the uncer-

tainty of the X and a values caused by errorsH O H O2 2

Žin both temperature and mineral composition Ferry,
.1980 . The observed correlation between calculated

temperature and X may be taken as evidence thatH O2

mineral assemblages in metapelites buffer the com-
position of metamorphic fluid with which they are in
equilibrium. It is concluded that an aqueous fluid
varying in composition from the outer to the inner
aureole could have been in local equilibrium with the
mineral assemblages of the contact aureole. Varying
compositions were imposed upon the fluid by the
buffering capacity of the mineral assemblages of
each bed, proving the concept of the buffering capac-
ity of the mineral assemblages with respect to volatile
components, as recognized by James and Howland
Ž . Ž .1955 and developed by Greenwood 1975 .

7. Discussion and conclusions

The field and petrological observations data pre-
sented in this paper indicate that in the Ayakhtinsk

Ž .aureole 1 the grade of contact metamorphism ranges
from chloritoid to sillimanite–alkali feldspar zone;
Ž .2 the stability field of the assemblage chloritoidq
biotite has a restricted temperature interval within

Ž .the biotite zone; 3 chloritoidqbiotite assemblages
give way up-grade to garnetqchlorite assemblages;
Ž .4 chloritoidqbiotiteqandalusite assemblages oc-
cupy a restricted temperature interval within the

Ž .andalusite zone; 5 garnetqchlorite assemblages
give way to cordieriteqbiotite parageneses with

Ž .increasing grade; 6 cordieriteqgarnetqmuscovite
Ž .assemblage is found in the lower cordierite zone; 7

staurolite-bearing assemblages are absent in this
Ž .mineral sequence; 8 prograde sillimanite and alkali

feldspar occur in the andalusite stability field at
lower grade than the breakdown of muscoviteq
quartz.

7.1. Comparison of natural sequences with petroge-
netic grids and implications for contact metamor-
phism of Fe- and Al-rich graphitic metapelites in the
study area

The petrological investigation from this study and
other contact aureoles provides information that en-
ables us to assess the validity of various petrogenetic
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grids for mineral assemblages in the low-pressure
part of P–T space. Consideration of the relative
relationships between the natural assemblages and
the various alternative petrogenetic grids was done
by comparing the prograde succession of natural

Ž .assemblages the metamorphic zonal sequences with
the P–T arrangement of reactions on various grids.
For this purpose, we have chosen the most frequently
cited petrogenetic grids for metapelites with markedly
different topologies, particularly with respect to the

Žcontroversial assemblage chloritoidqbiotite Harte
and Hudson, 1979; Spear and Cheney, 1989; Powell

.and Holland, 1990 .
The first appearance of chloritoidqbiotite assem-

blage at the expense of chloriteqmuscovite within
the Ayakhtinsk contact aureole and the P–T location
corresponding to this reaction agree with Spear and

Ž .Cheney’s 1989 petrogenetic grid for KFMASH sys-
tem. Spear and Cheney’s petrogenetic grid for KF-
MASH system shows that chloritoidqbiotite assem-
blage is stable on the low temperature side of the
reaction chloritoidqbiotitesgarnetqchlorite and
gives way up-grade to garnetqchlorite assemblages,
opposite to that proposed by Harte and Hudson grid
Ž .1979 . The differences between the various grids lie
also in the treatment of markedly different stability
limits of the assemblage chloritoidqbiotite. One is
based on the KFMASH grid of Harte and Hudson
Ž .1979 , in which chloritoidqbiotite is stable over a
narrow temperature interval at relatively low pres-
sure, and the other on the KFMASH grids of Spear

Ž . Ž .and Cheney 1989 and Wang and Spear 1991 , in
which this assemblage is stable over wide ranges of

Ž .pressure and temperature. Powell and Holland 1990
use internally consistent thermodynamic data to cal-
culate petrogenetic grids for pelitic rocks and show
that addition of a small amounts of Fe3q in natural
phases gives a stability field for chloritoidqbiotite
on the high temperature side of garnetqchlorite.
While their P–T diagram extends to Ts520 8C and
4 kbar, assuming that the reaction GrtqChlsCld
q Bt is linear, biotite q chloritoid q andalusite
should be stable at P)3 kbar and T)460 8C,

Ž .consistent with our data. Spear and Cheney’s 1989
Ž .and Wang and Spear’s 1991 grids also predict that

chloritoidqbiotite should be stable in the andalusite
field in the KFMASH system over wide range of
temperatures at low grades, and that garnetqchlorite

assemblages are restricted to a wedge in P–T space
at pressure )0.5 kbar. A restricted temperature
interval of the chloritoidqbiotite stability field at

Ž .low pressure predicted by Harte and Hudson’s 1979
Ž .and Powell and Holland’s 1990 grids can be also

explained in the framework of Spear and Cheney’s
grid. The addition of MnO to garnet expands the
stability of garnetqchlorite relative to chloritoidq
biotite to lower temperatures and higher pressures.

Ž .Taking the measured Fer FeqMg garnet value of
0.95 and MnrMnqMgqFe value of 0.2 for the
divariant assemblage MsqQtzqBtqChlqGrtq
Cld, Spear and Cheney’s calibrated grid gives a
limited temperature interval of the chloritoidqbiotite
stability field in the andalusite field of ;50 8C, in
agreement with that obtained from this study and
other contact aureoles with the mineral assemblages
chloritoid q biotite and chloritoid q andalusite
qbiotite. Phase relations of low- to medium-grade
metapelites and the influence of the extra component
MnO on these phase relations in P–T space have

Žbeen a matter of debate in recent years Spear and
Cheney, 1989; Droop and Harte, 1995; Mahar et al,

. Ž .1997 . Droop and Harte 1995 showed that the
GrtqChl assemblage in the medium-pressure re-
gionally metamorphosed pelites of the S.E.Tauern is

Ž .on the low-T side of reaction 4 : low-Mn GrtqChl
Ž .sCldqBt. Wang and Spear 1991 discussed the

coexistence of chloritoidq biotite in regionally
metamorphosed rocks of the Barrovian sequence from
the tri-state area of the Taconic Range, USA. They
concluded that chloritoidqbiotite parageneses are
more strongly controlled by bulk composition than
by P–T conditions of metamorphism, and that chlo-

Žritoidqbiotite should appear in pelites with Fer Fe
.qMgqMn );0.6. In contrast, garnetqchlorite

Ž .should occur in rocks where Mgr MgqFeqMn
)0.5. In rocks of intermediate bulk composition, it
is possible to observe garnetqchlorite at low grade,
followed by chloritoidqbiotite at intermediate grade,
followed by garnetqchlorite at higher grade. Ac-

Ž .cording to Wang and Spear 1991 , this can happen
if the effective Mn content of the rocks decreases
with increasing temperature because of the fractiona-
tion of Mn into growing garnet porphyroblasts.
Petrological and textural data from this study provide
evidence in support of the KFMASH configuration
of Spear and Cheney. Despite the difficulties inher-
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ent to the presence of additional components, the
petrogenetic grid of the KFMASH system of Spear

Ž .and Cheney 1989 agrees well with the sequence of
mineral reactions and assemblages found in the
metapelites of the Ayakhtinsk contact aureole. We
conclude that the formation of chloritoid atypical for

Ž .thermal metamorphism at low pressure -1.5 kbar
and the stability of the rare mineral assemblages
chloritoidqbiotite and chloritoidqbiotiteqanda-
lusite within contact aureoles can be explained by a

Ž .combination of low pressure G3 kbar and Fe- and
Al-rich rich bulk-rock compositions.

Another feature that characterizes this contact
metamorphic aureole is the local occurrence of gar-
netqcordieriteqmuscovite assemblages. Based on
the observed mineral assemblages, this paragenesis is
considered to be unstable in the pure KFMASH

Ž .system Pattison and Tracy, 1991 . The Harte and
Ž .Hudson 1979 grid does not allow the mutual com-

patibility of cordieriteqgarnet. Spear and Cheney’s
Ž .1989 grid predicts that garnetqcordierite should
only be stable in the K-feldspar field; however, a
sizeable stability field for garnetq cordieriteq
muscovite occurs if MnO is taken into consideration.

Ž .In the petrogenetic grid of Powell and Holland 1990
there are reactions involving garnetqcordierite with
decreasing temperature and pressure until andalu-
siteq chlorites garnetq cordierite terminates in
KFASH invariant point at about 520 8C and 2 kbar.
However, at temperatures lower than 575 8C, garnet
qcordierite can only occur in compositions more
aluminous than garnetqchlorite, and only in Fe-rich
compositions. This is consistent with the bulk com-
position of the hornfelses studied. Examination of

Ž .Spear and Cheney’s 1989 grid reveals that the P–T
stability field for garnetqchloriteqandalusiteq
muscovite is quite restricted in the KFMASH system
and the occurrence of this assemblage cannot be
accommodated solely by KFMASH phase relations
in the grid. This feature can be explained, in part, by

Ž .examination of Fer FeqMg contours in Fig. 3 of
Ž . ŽSpear and Cheney 1989 . At low pressures -3

. Ž .kbar , isopleths of Fer FeqMg in garnet in the
assemblage garnetq chloriteq andalusiteq biotite
are restricted to values )0.9; consequently, this
paragenesis will occur in Fe-rich compositions. Tak-
ing into consideration that some occurrences of these
assemblages from low-pressure contact and high-

pressure regional metamorphic settings have been
reported, we conclude that the appearance and stabil-
ity of cordieriteqgarnetqmuscovite mineral as-
semblage as well as garnetqandalusiteqchloriteq
muscovite result from the stabilizing effect of Mn on
garnet and from the Fe- and Al-rich composition of
the rocks.

Another feature that characterizes the Ayakhtinsk
contact aureole is the absence of staurolite-bearing
assemblages and the abundance of assemblages con-
taining cordierite and andalusiteqbiotite at low to
intermediate grade in the aureole. There is no evi-
dence for the chloritoidqandalusitesstauroliteq
chlorite or garnetqchloritesstauroliteqbiotite re-
actions predicted by many grids. However, stauro-
lite-bearing assemblages are favoured in Fe- and
Al-rich bulk compositions at P)2 kbar. Within the
aureole studied, the muscoviteqchlorite assem-
blages give way to andalusiteqbiotite parageneses
with increasing grade. Garnetqchlorite assemblages
are found at grades above the andalusite zone, but
their stability is restricted with increasing grade. The
addition of MnO to garnet expands the terminal
stability of the assemblage garnetqchlorite relative
to chloritoidqbiotite to lower temperatures and that
of garnetqchlorite relative to stauroliteqbiotite to
higher temperatures, as modelled in the petrogenetic

Ž .grid of Spear and Cheney 1989 . At Ps3 kbar and
Ts560 8C garnetqchlorite assemblages give way
to biotiteqcordierite parageneses, corresponding
closely to the P–T location of the ChlqGrtsBtq
Crd reaction in the petrogenetic grid of Powell and

Ž .Holland 1990 . Thereafter, a narrow lens-shaped
stability field for stauroliteqbiotite is entirely
wedged out, and typical intermediate-grade an-
dalusiteqcordierite hornfelses appear in the study
area. The observed metapelitic sequence from this
study and in both low- and high-pressure regional
metamorphic terrains show that sequence involved in
breaking the garnetqchlorite join relative to the
appearance of staurolite is of primary importance in
the development of the staurolite-bearing paragene-
ses. If the garnetqchlorite join is broken before the
lower thermal stability of staurolite, then the parage-
nesis stauroliteqbiotite is observed before cordie-
rite-bearing assemblages are encountered. However,
if the garnetqchlorite join is broken after the lower
thermal stability of staurolite, then no stauroliteq
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biotite parageneses can be stable, corresponding to
the absence of staurolite-bearing assemblages from
this study and other terranes.

Thus, natural assemblage data from this study
provide information on the topology of the KF-
MASH grids for natural, Fe- and Al-rich graphitic
pelites in the low-pressure part of P–T space, and
are consistent with the KFMASH grid of Spear and

Ž . Ž .Cheney 1989 , extended by Wang and Spear 1991
to Mn-bearing compositions.
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